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INFORMATION NOTICE

This is a non-proprietary version of the document NEDC-33284P, Revision 0, which has the
proprietary information removed. Portions of the document that have been removed are
indicated by an open and closed bracket as shown here [[ 1].

IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING THE CONTENTS OF THIS REPORT

Please Read Carefully

The information contained in this document is furnished for the purpose of obtaining NRC
approval for the use of the Marathon-5S control rod in Boiling Water Reactors. The only
undertakings of General Electric Company respecting information in this document are
contained in the contracts between General Electric Company and the participating utilities in
effect at the time this report is issued, and nothing contained in this document shall be construed
as changing those contracts. The use of information by anyone other than that for which it is
intended is not authorized; and with respect to any unauthorized use, General Electric Company
makes no representation or warranty, and assumes to liability as to the completeness, accuracy,
or usefulness of the information contained in this document.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The General Electric Marathon-5S control rod is a derivative of the Marathon design approved
by Reference 1. The primary difference between the Marathon-5S and the original Marathon
design, in Reference 1, is a simpler absorber tube geometry. The new simplified absorber tubes
use the same crack resistant, GE proprietary, 304S "Rad Resist" stainless steel as the current
Marathon design.

The Marathon-SS uses a B4 C capsule [[

A nuclear evaluation of the Marathon-5S control rod shows that the initial cold and hot reactivity
worths are within ±5% of the original equipment control rod ("matched worth criteria").
Therefore, the Marathon-5S is a direct nuclear replacement for previous control rod designs, and
no special nuclear calculation or BWR plant change is required.

The structure of the Marathon-5S control rod has been evaluated during all normal and upset
conditions, and has been found to be mechanically acceptable. The fatigue usage of the control
rod has also been found to be well below lifetime limits.

[[
]] For

all cases, the mechanical lifetime exceeds the nuclear lifetime. Therefore, the Marathon-5S
control rod is nuclear lifetime limited.

The operational performance of the Marathon-5S is also evaluated. The scram time, no settle
characteristics, and control rod drop speeds are all better than or equal to the original Marathon
design. Installation of Marathon-5S control rods does not affect any item in the Standard Plant
Technical Specifications, and no plant operational change is required. Further, there is no effect
on plant safety analyses or on design basis analysis models.

The licensing acceptance criteria applied to the original Marathon design in Reference I are re-
evaluated and are judged to be sufficient and complete. Therefore, the Marathon-5S is evaluated
against the licensing acceptance criteria in Reference 1, and is found to be acceptable. GE
requests NRC approval for the use of Marathon-5S control rods in Boiling Water Reactors.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

General Electric (GE) currently manufactures the long life Marathon Control Rod Blade (CRB).
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) acceptance of the Marathon CRB is documented by
a Licensing Topical Report (LTR), Reference I. The Marathon CRB consists of 'square'
absorber tubes, edge welded together to form the control rod wings, and welded to individual tie
rod segments to form the cruciform assembly shape. The square absorber tubes are filled with a
combination of boron carbide (B4C) capsules, empty capsules, hafnium rods, and spacers.
Previously, GE manufactured original equipment and replacement Duralife Control Rod Blades,
which consisted of a full-length tie rod, with boron carbide absorber rods and hafnium plates
and/or strips enclosed within a sheath to form each wing. The most recent Duralife Licensing
Topical Report is shown as Reference 2.

The Marathon-5S, or simply "M-5S", is a derivative version of the Marathon CRB in that the
basic design is the same. For example, the outer absorber tubes are edge welded together to form
the cruciform CRB shape, and they are filled with capsules containing boron carbide (B 4C)

powder. However, several design changes are made to the Marathon CRB, resulting in a more
producible, medium duty version of the Marathon CRB.

Potential effects of the proposed change are evaluated to ensure

(i) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(ii) the capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition; and

(iii) the capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could result in
potential offsite exposures comparable to the applicable guideline exposures set forth in
10 CFR50.34(a)(1) and 10 CFR 100.11.

The following sections address the potential effect of the proposed changes on fission product
barriers (e.g., fuel cladding) and other involved structures, systems and components, safety
functions, design basis events, special events and Standard Technical Specifications (STS) to
ensure continued compliance with design and regulatory acceptance criteria.

GE requests NRC approval for the use of Marathon-5S control rods in Boiling Water Reactors.

1-1
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2. DESIGN CHANGE DESCRIPTION

There are six design changes made to the long life Marathon CRB, as described in Reference 1,
to produce the medium duty Marathon-5S CRB. These changes are described in the following
subsections.

2.1 ABSORBER TUBE GEOMETRY

The geometry of the Marathon absorber tube is shown in Figure 2-3 of Reference 1. The
geometry of the M-5S absorber tube in shown in Figure 2-1 of this report. Table 2-1 provides a
comparison of typical parameters for the Marathon and M-5S CRBs. The comparison shows that
the use of the new absorber tube geometry has no effect on the thickness of the wing, nor on the
material composition of the absorber tube, GE proprietary type 304S. The advantage of the M-
5S is an absorber tube whose shape is simpler to manufacture than the Marathon absorber tube.

As in the Marathon control rod, the absorber tubes are edge welded together to form the wing of
the control rod. A sketch of the control rod wing is shown in Figure 2-2.

2.2 CAPSULE GEOMETRY

The Marathon-5S CRB uses a capsule body tube geometry with [[
... ]].-A comparison of the M-5S and Marathon capsule dimensions is contained in Table 2-

1. Due to irradiation induced B4C powder swelling, a B 4C capsule expands as the absorber is
depleted. [[

2.3 CAPSULE LENGTH

The Marathon CRB LTR (Reference 1) identifies the nominal length of the B4C capsules as 11.4
inches. Current Marathon CRB designs use 36" capsules [[ ]] and 24"

]] B 4C capsules. [[

]]
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The M-5S CRB also uses 36" and 24" B4C capsules. These capsule lengths are reflected in
Table 2-1. Diagrams of absorber material columns are shown in Figure 2-3.

2.4 FABRICAST VELOCITY LIMITER

The velocity limiter currently used for Marathon CRBs is .a cast/fabricated hybrid called the
FabriCast. The FabriCast velocity limiter uses a casting for the "vane" of the velocity limiter
(see Figrue 2-4), which has identical geometry to the "vane" portion of the single piece cast
velocity limiter (called "original" in Reference 1). Because the geometry is the same, the
FabriCast velocity limiter has the same drop speed and scram insertion performance as the
original single piece cast velocity limiter design. The M-5S CRB may use a FabriCast velocity
limiter or the previous cast velocity limiters used on Duralife and Marathon CRBs.

2.5 PLAIN HANDLE

The Marathon LTR (Reference 1) allows for the use of the traditional handle with rollers or
handles with wear pads. To eliminate the possibility of stress corrosion cracking initiating
within the handle pin-hole, M-5S CRBs for C lattice (BWR/4,5) and S lattice (BWR/6) plants
incorporate the use of plain, roller-less handles. These are handles with no handle pins and
rollers, but also with no protruding wear pad. An evaluation of the use of plain, roller-less
handles in C lattice (BWR/4,5) and S lattice (BWR/6) applications is provided in Appendix A.

Marathon-5S control rods for D lattice (BWR/2-4) applications will use spacer pads.

2.6 FULL LENGTH TIE ROD

The Marathon CRB uses multiple tie rod segments along the center of the cruciform shape. The
M-5S CRB utilizes a single tie rod that runs the entire length of the assembly similar to that used
on Duralife control rods (see Reference 2). The cross-sectional geometry of this full-length tie
rod is designed such that it does not alter the interface between the control rod and the adjacent
fuel channels. This is achieved by ensuring that contact occurs between the wing of the control
rod and the face of the fuel channel and not at the fuel channel comer and tie rod.

Sketches of Marathon-5S control rods are shown in Figures 2-5, 2-6 and 2-7 for D lattice
BWR/2-4, C lattice BWR/4,5, and S lattice BWR/6 applications, respectively.

2-2
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Table 2-1
Comparison of Typical Parameters of Marathon and M-5S CRBs

BWR/2-4 BWR/4-5 BWR/6
D Lattice C Lattice S Lattice

Paa-ete- - Marathon M-5S Marathon M-5S Marathon M-5S
CRB 1  CRB CRB' CRB CRB CRB

Control Rod Weight (lb) 2

Absorber Tubes per Wing

Nominal Wing Thickness (in)

Absorber Tube

Length (in)

Inside Diameter (in)

Nominal Thin Section
Wall Thickness (in) ]]

Material 304S 304S 304S 304S 304S 304S

Cross-sectional area (in2) -2 - --- . .

B4C Absorber Capsule

Length (in) [[

Inside Diameter (in)

Wall Thickness (in)

Material

B4C Density (glcc)

B4C Density

(% theoretical) ]]

1. Values from Table 2-1 of the Marathon LTR (Reference 1), except for absorber tube cross-sectional
area from design calculations. Current Marathon absorber capsule lengths are also updated, see
Section 2.3.

2. For 'no settle' considerations, the M-5S CRB has been designed to have dry and wet weights not
less than 5 lbs lighter than the current Marathon CRBs, which weigh less than the original
equipment.

3. [[
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1]
Figure 2-1. Marathon-5S CRBAbsorber Tube Geometry
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[[

1]

Figure 2-2. Marathon-5S Absorber Wing Weld Locations
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1]

Figure 2-3. Typical Absorber Material Configurations within Absorber Tubes
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PEM

VANE

OROHAL. MNE MITE
CAST WLOQIY LIMITER

REPA4•EA T FAERCASTUEOO IM1ER

Figure 2-4. Original Single Piece Cast and Replacement FabriCast Velocity Limiters
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Extended Handle

Absorber Tubes -

Coupling Release Latch
Handle

Spacer Pads

Tie Rod

Velocity Limiter Fins

Limiter Vane

Coupling Socket •

Figure 2-5. BWR/2-4 D Lattice Marathon-5S Control Rod

(Extended Handle Shown)
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Plain Extended
Handle

Tie Rod

Absorber Tubes

Coupling Release
. Latch Handle

Velocity Limiter Fins

Velocity Limiter Vane

Coupling Socket •

Figure 2-6. BWR/4,5 C Lattice Marathon-5S Control Rod

(Extended Handle Shown)
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Plain Handle

Absorber Tubes

Coupling Release
Latch Handle

Coupling Socket

Tie Rod

Velocity Limiter Fins

Velocity Limiter Vane

Figure 2-7. BWR/6 S Lattice Marathon-5S Control Rod
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3. SYSTEM DESIGN

3.1 ANALYSIS METHOD

For each control rod load application, worst case or bounding loads are identified. Stresses are
calculated using worst-case dimensions and limiting material properties. For analyses involving
many tolerances, square root sum of squares (SRSS) or statistical tolerancing may be used.
Corrosion, wear, and crud deposition are accounted for when appropriate.

As in Reference 1, effective stresses and strains are determined using the distortion energy
theory (Von Mises), and compared to allowable limits. Using the principal stresses: (0i, a2, and
a3, the equivalent Von Mises stress is calculated as:

0VM = V1/2[(u0- a,2)' +(q2 -oq3)2 +("3-- a)2]

3.2 MATERIAL PROPERTY LIMITS

The limiting unirradiated material strengths are first identified for the control rod structural
materials, and shown in Table 3-1. Then, the licensing acceptance criteria of Reference 1 are
used, in which the control rod stresses and strains and cumulative fatigue shall be evaluated to
not exceed the ultimate stress or strain of the material.

The figure of merit employed for the stress-strain limit is the design ratio, where:

Design ratio =.effective stress/stress limit, or, effective strain/strain limit.

The design ratio must be less than or equal to 1.0. Conservatism is included in the evaluation by
limiting stresses for all primary loads to one-half of the ultimate tensile value.

Alternately, although the control rod is not an ASME code part, the stress criteria of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section 1II, Subsections NB or NG may be conservatively
applied. Thus, a stress limit as follows may be used:

Sm MIN {Q( Su), (% Sy), (3)(L.1)SuRT), (0.9*SyRy)}.

Resulting allowable stresses for primary loads are shown in Table 3-2 for both the ASME code
method, and the ½/2 ultimate tensile strength criteria from Reference 1.

For welded connections, a weld quality factor, q, is used to further reduce the allowable stress.
Therefore, the allowable stress for a welded connection, Sm', is:

Sm' = (q)Sm

Weld quality factors are determined based on the inspection type and frequency of the weld.
Weld quality factors are shown in Table 3-3.

3-1
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3.3 SCRAM

The largest axial structural loads on a control rod blade are experienced during a control rod
scram, due to the high terminal velocity. To be conservative, structural analyses of the control
rod are performed assuming a 100% failed control rod drive buffer. A dynamic model of mass,
spring and gap elements is used to simulate a detailed representation of the load bearing
components of the assembly during a scram event. Simulations are run at atmospheric
temperatures, pressures, speeds, and properties as well at operating temperatures, pressures,
speeds, and properties. The resulting loads are shown in Table 3-4.

Structural stresses are determined from the scram loads shown in Table 3-4 using the limiting
material properties, weld quality factors, and worst-case geometry for the area subject to the
load. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 show the welds and cross-sections analyzed.

Resulting maximum stresses during a failed buffer scram are shown in Tables 3-5, 3-6 and 3-7
for D lattice BWR/2-4, C lattice BWR/4-5, and S lattice BWR/6 applications. These stresses are
conservatively evaluated against the more restrictive ASME code limits. As shown by the
design ratios in Tables 3-5 through 3-7, sufficient margin exists to failure for all cross-sections
and welds.

3.4 SEISMIC AND FUEL CHANNEL BOW INDUCED BENDING

Fuel channel deflections, which result from-seismic events, impose lateral loads on the control
rods. The M-5S control rod is analyzed for Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) events and Safe
Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) events.

The OBE analysis is performed by evaluating the strain in the M-5S absorber section with
maximum OBE deflection. In addition, maximum control rod deflections due to fuel channel
bulge and bow are conservatively added to the seismic bending deflections. [[

]I.

The limiting location for strain due to bending of the control rod cross-section occurs at the outer
edge of the control rod wing. At this location, a combined strain due to simultaneous application
of the following loads is calculated: (1) control rod bending due to an OBE seismic event, (2)
control rod bending due to worst case channel bulge and bow, (3) axial absorber tube stress due
to maximum internal pressure, and (4) a failed buffer scram. The results of this strain calculation
are shown in Table 3-8. As shown, even under these worst-case conditions, the maximum strain
is well below the limiting maximum allowable strain at irradiated conditions.

The combined effect of control rod bending due to OBE and channel bulge and bow deflection
combined with maximum absorber tube internal pressure is also evaluated at the full-length tie
rod to absorber tube weld. A finite element model is used, as shown in Figure 3-3. Resulting
worst-case stresses are shown in Table 3-9. As shown, the resulting stresses are acceptable
against the design criteria.

For the SSE analysis, the control rod must be capable of full insertion during fuel channel
deflections. As discussed in Section 5.2, because the M-5S control rod has a stiffness less than

3-2
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or equal to the Marathon assembly, and because the weight of the M-5S control rod is less than
previous designs, the M-5S has seismic scram capability equal to or better than the Marathon
control rod.

3.5 STUCK ROD COMPRESSION

Maximum compression loads from the control rod drive (CRD) are evaluated for a stuck control
rod. Both buckling, and compressive yield are analyzed for the entire control rod cross-section
(buckling mode A), and conservatively assuming that the entire compression load is applied to a
single control rod wing (buckling mode B). Figure 3-4 shows the buckling modes. An
additional axial load of 600 lb due to channel bulge and bow is also added to the compression
load.

Results of the stuck rod compression loads are contained in Table 3-10 for the entire control rod
cross-section (mode A), and in Table 3-11 for the single wing (mode B). As can be seen, neither
compressive yielding nor buckling will occur for either buckling mode. Additionally, for both
buckling modes, the compressive yield load is reached prior to the critical buckling load.

3.6 ABSORBER BURN-UP RELATED LOADS

The structure of a control rod must provide for positioning and containment of the neutron
absorber-material-(Boron Carbide-powder, Hafnium, etc) throughout its nuclear and mechanical
life and prohibit migration of the absorber out of its containment during normal, abnormal,
emergency and faulted conditions. The M-5S CRB, like the Marathon CRB, contains boron
carbide powder within capsules contained within absorber tubes (capsule within a tube design).

The boron neutron absorption reaction releases helium atoms. Some of this helium gas is
retained within the compacted boron carbide powder matrix, causing the powder column to
swell. This swelling causes the B4C capsule to expand. The remainder of the helium is released
as a gas. The capsule end caps for the Marathon and M-5S designs are crimped to the capsule
body tubes. This allows the helium gas to escape from the capsule and fill the absorber tube gap
and any empty capsule plenum volume provided.

For the Marathon capsule design, [[

1].

For the M-5S capsule design, [[

11.

J]. Finite element analyses
are performed to determine the pressurization capability of the absorber tube. These analyses
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incorporate the use of worst-case dimensions, maximum expected wear, and the largest
allowable surface defects (see Figure 3-5).

Pressure in the absorber tube due to helium release is calculated accounting for worst-case
capsule and absorber tube dimensions and B4C helium release fraction. Because the amount of
helium released from the B4C powder increases with temperature, a finite element thermal
analysis is performed to determine the peak B4C temperature (see Figure 3-6). This thermal
analysis is performed using worst-case dimensions, maximum end-of-life crud buildup,
combined with maximum beginning-of-life heat generation. Peak B4C temperatures are shown
in Table 3-12.

Using the pressurization capability of the absorber tube, limits are determined for each absorber
tube configuration (see Figure 2-2), in terms of B 4C column depletion.

These individual absorber tube depletion limits are then combined with radial depletion profiles
and axial depletion profiles to determine the mechanical depletion limit for the control rod
assembly. See Section 4.6.

The Marathon absorber tube is made from a GE proprietary stainless steel, "Rad Resist 304S",
which is optimized to be resistant to Irradiation Assisted Stress Corrosion Cracking (IASCC).
The in-service performance, and inspection history of the Marathon CRB has proven the crack-
resistant properties of this material. The M-5S absorber tubes are also fabricated from this

--material,-and thus,-are expected to have-the-same -crack-resistant properties.----

3.7 HANDLING LOADS

The M-5S control rod is designed to accommodate twice the weight of the control rod during
handling, to account for dynamic loads. The handle is analyzed using a finite element model,
using worst-case geometry (see Figure 3-7). Table 3-13 shows the results of the handle loads
analysis.

3.8 LOAD COMBINATIONS AND FATIGUE

The M-5S control rod is designed to withstand load combinations including anticipated
operational occurrences (AOOs) and fatigue loads associated with those combinations. The
fatigue analysis is based on the following assumed lifetime,

[[

Based on the reactor cycles, the combined loads are then evaluated for the cumulative effect of
-ariimum-cyfclic loadings. The-fatigue usage-is Jevaluated against a limit of 1.0. The maximum
cyclic stress is determined using a conservative stress concentration factor of 3.0. Table 3-14
shows the fatigue usage due to control rod SCRAM at three limiting weld locations. In this
analysis, it is assumed that each scram occurs with a 100% failed CRD buffer.
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Table 3-15 shows the fatigue usage at the control rod outer edge due to bending from OBE
seismic events and severe channel bow, control rod scram, and maximum absorber tube internal
pressure. As can be seen, the combined fatigue usage is much less than 1.0.

Table 3-16 shows the fatigue usage at the tie rod to first absorber tube weld. The combined
loading due to failed buffer scram, maximum absorber tube internal pressure, OBE seismic
events and severe channel bow is considered. As shown, the combined fatigue usage is much
less than 1.0.
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Table 3-1
Marathon-5S Material Properties

Ultimate Tensile ield Strength Modulus of
Material Control Rod Strength, SU,- "Elasticity, EMaeil CnrlRd(ksi) Sy (ksi) (X 106 psi) v

Type Components
70 OF 550 OF 70 OF 550 OF 70 OF 550 OF 70 OF 550 OF

Handles and

316 Plate pads; VL fins, [[
VL Hardware

Handle pads;
316 Bar

VL hardware

XM-19 Bar VL socket

VL vane

CF3 Casting casting, latch

- - - handle casting -..

Capsule end

ER 308L caps, absorber
tube end plugs,

weld filler metal

304S Bar Tie rods

304S Tubing Absorber Tubes

Hardened Capsule body

304L Tubing tubes ]]
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Table 3-2
Design Allowable Stresses for Primary Loads

ASME Code Method Y2 Ultimate Tensile
ASM CoeStress

Material Type CR Components Sm (ksi) ksi)

70 *F 550 *F 70 OF 550 OF

Handles and pads;

316 Plate VL fins, VL

Hardware

Handle pads; VL316 Bar
hardware

XM-19 Bar VL socket

VL vane casting,

CF3 Casting latch handle

casting

Capsule end caps,

absorber tube endER 308L
plugs, weld filler

metal

304S Bar Tie rods

304S Tubing Absorber Tubes

Hardened 304L Capsule body

Tubing tubes
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Table 3-3
Weld Quality Factors

Weld Weld Inspection Weld Quality Factor,
q

Socket to Transition Piece [[

Transition Piece to Fin

Fin to Absorber Section

Handle to Absorber Section

End Plug to Absorber Tube

Vane to Transition Piece

Table 3-4
Maximum Control Rod Failed Buffer Dynamic Loads

Maximum Equivalent Loads in Kips (10" Ibs)
(Tension Listed as Negative)

Components D Lattice C Lattice S Lattice
70 OF 550 OF 70 OF 550 OF 70 OF 550 °F

Coupling

Velocity Limiter (VL)

VL/Absorber Section
Interface

Absorber Section

Handle/Absorber Section
Interface

Handle

Capsules (Per Capsule)
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Table 3-5
D Lattice BWR/2.4 Failed Buffer Scram Stresses

Room Temperature (70 OF) Operating Temperature (550 *F)

Location Maximum Allowable Design Maximum Allowable Design

Stress Limit Limit Ratio
(ASME) Ratio Stress (ASME)

Socket Minimum Cross-
Sectional Area

Socket to Transition Piece Weld

VL Transition Piece to Fin Weld

VL Fin Minimum Cross-
Sectional Area

Velocity Limiter to
Absorber Section Weld

Absorber Section

Handle to Absorber Section
Weld

Handle Minimum Cross-
Sectional Area
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Table 3-6
C Lattice BWR/4-5 Failed Buffer Scram Stresses

Room Temperature (70 OF) Operating Temperature (550 OF)
Location Maximum limit Allowable Design

AlLimit Design Maximum Limit

Stress (ASME) Ratio Stress (ASME) Ratio

Socket Minimum Cross-
Sectional Area

Socket to Transition Piece Weld

VL Transition Piece to Fin Weld

VL Fin Minimum Cross-
Sectional Area

Velocity Limiter to Absorber
Section Weld

Absorber Section

Handle to Absorber Section
Weld

Handle Minimum Cross-
Sectional Area
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Table 3-7
S Lattice BWR/6 Failed Buffer Scram Stresses

Room Temperature (70 °F) Operating Temperature (550 OF)

Location Maximum Allowable Design Maximum Allowable Design

Stress Limit Limit Ratio
(ASME) Ratio Stress (ASME)

Socket Minimum Cross-
Sectional Area

Socket to Transition Piece
Weld

VL Transition Piece to Fin
Weld

VL Fin Minimum Cross-
Sectional Area

Velocity Limiter to Absorber
Section Weld

Absorber Section*

Handle to Absorber Section
Weld

Handle Minimum Cross-
Sectional Area ]

[[ 11
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Table 3-8
Outer Edge Bending Strain due to Seismic and Channel Bow Bending, Internal Absorber

Tube Pressure and Failed Buffer Scram

D Lattice C Lattice S Lattice
Description

550 OF 550 OF . 550 OF

Outer Edge Bending Strain, Seismic (%)

Outer Edge Bending Strain, Seismic + Channel Bow (%)

Max Internal Pressure Axial Stress (ksi)

Max Failed Buffer Scram Stress (ksi)

Total Outer Edge Strain, Seismic + Failed Buffer Scram +
Absorber Tube Internal Pressure (%)

Total Outer Edge Strain, Seismic + Channel Bow + Failed
Buffer Scram + Absorber Tube Internal Pressure (%)

'Allowable Strain (%) % Ultimate, Irradiated
- I *1 t

Design Ratio

Table 3-9
Absorber Tube to Tie Rod Weld Stress

Description D Lattice C Lattice S Lattice
550 OF 550 OF 550 OF

Seismic + Internal Pressure, Max SINT

(ksi) [[
Seismic + Channel Bow + Internal
Pressure, Max SINT (ksi)

Allowable Stress (ksi), ASME*

Ultimate Tensile Stress (ksi)

Design Ratio, ASME

Design Ratio, Ultimate Stress

* [[
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Table 3-10
Stuck Rod Compression Buckling - Entire Control Rod (Mode A)

D Lattice C Lattice S Lattice
Description

70D F 550 OF 70 'F 550 OF 70 OF 550 OF

Critical Buckling Load, P, (Ib)

Compressive Yield Load (Ib)

Maximum Stuck Rod Compression
Load (Ib)

Added Compression Load due to

Channel Bow (lb)

Total Compressive Load (Ib)

Design Ratio,Buckling

- Design -Ratio,-Compressive Yield ]

Table 3-11
Stuck Rod Compression Buckling - Control Rod Wing (Mode B)

D Lattice C Lattice S Lattice
Description

70 OF 550 OF 70 OF 550 OF 70 OF 550 OF

Critical Buckling Load, P,
(Ib)

Compressive Yield Load
(Ib)

Total Compressive Load
(Ib)

Design Ratio, Buckling

Design Ratio, ]]
Compressive Yield
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Table 3-12
Boron Carbide Peak Temperatures

Nominal Dimensions Worst Case Dimensions
Parameter

DIS Lattice C Lattice DIS Lattice C Lattice

B4C Centerline Temperature (OF)

Average B4C Temperature (OF)

Table 3-13
Handle Lifting Load Stress

Maximum Design
Lattice Typ HndlTpStress Ratio, %

Lattice Type Handle Type Intensity Ultimate
(ksi) Stress

BWRI4 Extended Handle

D Lattice
BWRI2-4 BWRI3 Extended Handle

Standard Handle

C Lattice Extended Handle
BWR/4-5 Standard Handle

S Lattice Standard Handle ]]
BWR/6
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Table 3-14
Fatigue Usage due to Failed Buffer Scram

D Lattice C Lattice S Lattice

Location Stress Stress Stress
Amp. N Cycles Usage Amp. N Cycles Usage Amp. N Cycles Usage
(ksi) (ksi) (ksi)

Socket to
Transition Piece [[
Weld

Transition Piece to
Fin Weld

VL Fin to Absorber
Section Weld ]]

Table 3-15
-- Fatigue Usage at Absorber Section Outer Edge

D Lattice C Lattice S Lattice

Stress Type Stress Stress Stress
Amp. N Cycles Usage Amp. N Cycles Usage Amp. N Cycles Usage
(ksi) (ksi) (ksl)

Absorber Section
Outer Edge - Scram [[
+ Internal Pressure

Absorber Section
Outer Edge -
Seismic + Channel ]]
Bow

Total Usage= [] Total Usage= [[ ]] Total Usage= [
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Table 3-16
Fatigue Usage at Absorber Tube to Tie Rod Weld

D Lattice C Lattice S Lattice

Stress Type Stress Stress Stress
Amp. N Cycles Usage Amp. N Cycles Usage Amp. N Cycles Usage
(ksi) (ksi) (ksi)

Absorber Tube to
Tie Rod Weld -
Scram

Absorber Tube to
Tie Rod Weld -
Seismic + Channel
Bow + Internal
Pressure

-. Total Usage.=- [ ] Total Usage -1[ 1]- Total Usage = [
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TRANSITION PIECE TO FIN WELD
(4X)

SOCKET TO TRANSITION PIECE,
WELD (CIRCUMFERENTIAL)

MINIMUM FIN
AREA

MINIMUM
SOCKET AREA

Figure 3-1. Velocity Limiter Welds and Cross-Sections Analyzed
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HANDLE MINIMUM
AREA

ABSORBER SECTION TO
HANDLE VELD

ABSORBER SECTION

ABSORBER SECTION TO
VELOCITY LIMITER FIN WELD

Figure 3-2. Control Rod Assembly Welds and Cross-Sections Analyzed
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[[

1]

Figure 3-3. Absorber Tube to Tie Rod Finite Element Model

Mode A Mode B

Buckling of
the Entire
Control Rod
as a Column

Buckling of
Individual
Wings at the
Outer Edge

Figure 3-4. Control Rod Buckling Modes
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[[

Figure 3-5. Absorber-Tube-Pressurization Finite Element Model

1]
Figure 3-6. Absorber Tube and Capsule Thermal Finite Element Model
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1]
Figure 3-7. Handle Lifting Loads Finite Element Model
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4. NUCLEAR EVALUATIONS

4.1 DESIGN CRITERIA

A control rod's nuclear worth characteristics shall be compatible with reactor operation
requirements. As approved in Reference 1, a replacement control rod can meet these
requirements by demonstrating that the initial hot and cold CRB reactivity worths are within ±
5% Ak/k (where Ak/k is 1-ko,,/kun,) of the original equipment control rod blade design worth.
Replacement rods with reactivity worth outside this tolerance require, as a minimum, evaluations
on cold shutdown margin, AOO CPR, control rod drop accident, fuel cycle economics, nuclear
methods, and control rod lifetime.

For GE original equipment control rods, the nuclear lifetime is defined as the quarter-segment
depletion at which the control rod cold worth (Ak/k) is 10% less than its zero-depletion cold
worth. As discussed above, a retrofit design may have an initial cold worth that differs from the
original equipment control rod that it is replacing, within ±5% of the initial worth of that control
rod (the "matched worth" criterion). The nuclear lifetime for such a retrofit control rod is
defined as the quarter-segment depletion at which the cold worth is the same as the end-of-
nuclear-life cold worth of the original equipment control rod that it is replacing.

4.2 METHODOLOGY

The nuclear lifetime for a particular control blade design is determined with a two-dimensional
step-wise depletion of the control blade poisons. This is done by computing the eigenvalue for
hot, voided conditions with a Monte Carlo neutron transport code. The poison reaction rates
from the analysis are then assumed to be constant for a fixed period of time (At) to obtain the
number of absorptions for each discrete area of the blade. The poison number densities are then
updated in the Monte Carlo code input and another eigenvalue calculation is performed. This
process continues until the reduction in cold worth - as computed by companion cold Monte
Carlo eigenvalue calculations - reaches the end-of-nuclear-life criterion.

For locations within the blade that use boron carbide as a poison, the change in the number of
absorber atoms is computed as:

= - (N .o )B -1o

dt

Here, a is the reaction rate for B-10 from the Monte Carlo code.

The number of absorptions from each of the regions is summed to obtain the total number of
absorptions (A) for the time interval. This total number of absorptions is normalized by the total
number of B-10 atoms if the design would have incorporated only boron carbide as an absorber.
The resulting value is the B-10 equivalent depletion:

0/ A
O/

0depletion 
-=
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Reactivity worth calculations for the M-5S are performed using a GE version of MCNP4A
developed by the Los Alamos National Laboratory (Reference 3). MCNP is a Monte Carlo code
for solving the neutral-particle transport equation as a fixed source or an eigenvalue problem in
three dimensions. Continuous energy cross section data is used in the calculation, thus making
creation of multi-group cross sections unnecessary.

For the depletion calculations that are performed for each fuel lattice, the time step used is
100 days. In order to reach the 10% cold worth reduction for the nuclear lifetime evaluation, a
total of 21 time steps are used for the re-calculation of DuraLife 100 (original equipment), and a
total of 30 time steps are used for the calculation of M-5S lifetime.

4.3 CONTROL ROD NUCLEAR LIFETIME

A description of the fuel bundles used for the D, C, and S lattice control rod nuclear lifetime
calculations are shown in Figures 4-1 through 4-3. Both the hot and cold calculation results for
the peak ¼ segment are shown in Tables 4-1 through 4-3. The cold calculation results, on which
the nuclear lifetime is based, are shown graphically in Figures 4-4 through 4-6. The nuclear
lifetimes, based on a cold worth equal to a cold worth reduction of 10% for an original
equipment control rod are summarized in Table 4-4.

4.4 INITIAL CONTROL ROD WORTH

As discussed above, a control rod with an initial (non-depleted) reactivity worth within ±5% of
the original equipment control rod is considered "matched worth" and therefore, does not require
any special treatment in plant core analyses. The initial cold and hot worths (0% depletion) of
the M-5S control rod designs are found in Tables 4-1 through 4-3. These values of Ak/k are then
compared to the worths of the original equipment control rods in Tables 4-5 through 4-7. As
seen, all cold and hot initial control rod worths are within ±5% of the original equipment, and
can be considered to be direct nuclear replacements of the original equipment.

4.5 HEAT GENERATION RATES

The capture of neutrons by boron-10 atoms results in the release of energy, or heat generation.
As discussed in Section 3.6, a thermal model of the absorber tube and capsule is used to
calculate boron carbide temperatures within the capsules, which affects the rate of helium
release. The heat generAtion rates for the M-5S designs are calculated assuming 2.79 MeV per
neutron capture in boron-10. Then, a radial peaking factor is employed to determine the heat
generation rate in the highest fluence absorber tube, which is the outermost tube.

Both average and peak heat generation rates are shown in Table 4-8. The peak heat generation
rates are used in the thermal model discussed in Section 3.6 to determine the capsule boron
carbide temperatures shown in Table 3-12.

4.6 CONTROL ROD MECHANICAL LIFETIME

As discussed in Section 3.6, the lifetime limiting mechanism for the Marathon-5S control rod is
the pressurization of the absorber tubes due to the helium release from the irradiated boron
carbide. An absorber tube mechanical limit as a function of average B-10 per cent depletion is
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calculated based on peak heat generation, temperatures and helium release fractions, combined
with worst-case component geometries.

The calculation of the control rod mechanical lifetime limit, in terms of a four-segment average
B-10 depletion, is shown in Tables 4-9, 4-10 and 4-11 for D, C, and S lattice applications.
Along the top of the table is the absorber tube number, where tube 1 is the first absorber tube,
welded to the cruciform tie rod. Also shown are the span-wise radial peaking factors, which
show the relative absorption rate of each absorber tube. A limiting axial depletion profile is used
to calculate the B-10 depletion for each absorber tube and axial node. At the bottom of the table,
the average depletion for each tube is shown, along with the depletion limit for that tube, which
varies depending on the number of empty capsule plenums employed at the bottom of the
absorber column. Through an iterative process, the peak ¼ segment depletion is raised until the
limiting absorber tube reaches its mechanical limit. The 4-segment mechanical lifetime of the
control rod is then the average of the four ¼ segments.

The 4 segment mechanical lifetime limits are summarized in Table 4-4, along with the peak ¼
segment nuclear lifetime limits. [[

]]. Therefore, the nuclear lifetime of the
M-5S control rod is limiting, in that the mechanical lifetime exceeds the nuclear lifetime for all
cases.
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Table 4-1
D Lattice Depletion Calculation Results

[[I

1]
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Table 4-2
C Lattice Depletion Calculation Results

11
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Table 4-3

S Lattice Depiction Calculation Results

I]
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Table 4-4
Marathon-5S Control Rod Nuclear and Mechanical Depletion Limits

End of Life B-10 Equivalent Depletion (%)
Application Nuclear Mechanical

Peak Quarter Segment Four Segment Average

D Lattice, BWR/2-4

C Lattice, BWR/4,5

S Lattice, BWR/6 11
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Table 4-5
Initial Reactivity Worth, D Lattice (BWR/2-4) Original Equipment and M-5S CRBs

M-5S Change from
Condition Original M-5S Ak/k OriginalEquipment Ak/k Equipment

Cold [E

Hot (40% Void)

Table 4-6
Initial Reactivity Worth, C Lattice (BWR/4,5) Original Equipment and M-5S CRBs

M-5S Change from
Condition Original M-5S Ak/k OriginalEquipment Ak/k Equipment

Cold

Hot (40% Void) ]]

Table 4-7
Initial Reactivity Worth, S Lattice (BWR/6) Original Equipment and M-5S CRBs

Original M-SS Change from
Condition Equipment Ak M-5S Ak/k Original

Equipment

Cold

Hot (40% Void) ]
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Table 4-8
Heat Generation Rates

Average Heat Peak Tube Heat

Application Generation Rate Radial Peaking Generation Rate
Factor

(Watts/gram B4C) (Watts/gram B4C)

D Lattice, BWR/2-4

C Lattice, BWR/4,5

S Lattice, BWR/6
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Table 4-9
D Lattice Mechanical Lifetime Calculation[r

1]
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Table 4-10
C Lattice Mechanical Lifetime Calculation
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Table 4-11
S Lattice Mechanical Lifetime Calculation

I]]
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1]
Figure 4-1. D Lattice Fuel Bundle Rod Position and Enrichment
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[[

Figure 4-2. C Lattice Fuel Bundle Rod Position and Enrichment
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1]
Figure 4-3. S Lattice Fuel Bundle Rod Position and Enrichment
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1[

1]

Figure 4-4. D Lattice Control Rod Cold Worth Reduction with Average Depletion
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11
Figure 4-5. C Lattice Control Rod Cold Worth Reduction with Average Depletion
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[[

1]
Figure 4-6. S Lattice Control Rod Cold Worth Reduction with Average Depletion
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5. OPERATIONAL EVALUATIONS

5.1 DIMENSIONAL COMPATIBILITY

The width of the absorber tube and the width of the control rod wing of the M-5S CRB are
identical to the Marathon CRB (see Table 2-1). Plus, all other envelope dimensions, including
tie rod, handle, and velocity limiter are identical. Therefore, the fit and clearance of the M-5S
CRB in the fuel cell is identical to the Marathon CRB.

5.2 SCRAM TIMES

An OBE or SSE earthquake condition could cause the fuel channels to temporarily bow or bend.
In addition, as fuel channels age, they tend to both bulge and bow, which can negatively affect
the insertion capability of the control rod blade.

Previous Marathon prototype scram testing shows that the insertion capability of the CRB is
affected by the stiffness of the assembly The stiffer (less flexible) the control rod assembly, the
longer the scram times. The stiffness of the M-5S CR13 has been evaluated to be equal to or less
stiff than the Marathon CRB, in terms of the assembly cross-sectional area moment of inertia.
Therefore, the M-5S CRB will have a scram insertion capability equal to or better than the
Marathon CRB, in the event of temporary or permanent channel deformation.

The overall assembly weight of the M-5S CRB is not greater than the maximum weights of
Marathon CRB designs produced. This, combined with the bending stiffness characteristics,
ensure that the M-5S CRB design will not have an adverse effect on scram times.

5.3 'NO SETTLE' CHARACTERISTICS

A 'no settle' condition may occur in the event of excessive friction between the control rod and
the fuel channels. If this additional friction does not allow the weight of the CRB to settle the
assembly into a control rod drive (CRD) positional notch, a 'no settle' condition occurs. As
previously discussed, the envelope dimensions for the M-5S CRB are identical to the Marathon
CRB. Further, the wet (buoyant) weight of the M-5S assembly is within five pounds of the
lightest Marathon CRB design. Therefore, the ability of the M-5S assembly to settle into a CRD
notch is equal to that of the Marathon CRB.

5.4 DROP SPEEDS

The parameters that affect the drop speed of the control rod in the event of a rod drop accident
are the weight of the control rod assembly, and the geometry of the "bell" of the velocity limiter.
The M-5S CRB uses the same cast or FabriCast (hybrid cast/fabricated) velocity limiters as those
on the Duralife and Marathon CRBs. Alternately, the M-5S control rod may also use a cast
velocity limiter, similar to the original equipment. Because, with either velocity limiter, the
weight of the M-5S CRB is less than the weight of the Duralife CRBs used for the original drop
tests, the M-5S CRB will have drop speeds less than the [[
required. Therefore, the M-5S CRB will limit the reactivity insertion rate during a CRDA within
the existing safety analysis parameters.
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6. LICENSING CRITERIA

The NRC Safety Evaluation Report for the Marathon Control Rod Blade (within Reference 1)
identifies five criteria for the licensing and evaluation of the Marathon CRB. These same five
criteria are used for the M-5S control rod.

6.1 STRESS, STRAIN, AND FATIGUE

6.1.1 Criteria

The control rod stresses, strains, and cumulative fatigue shall be evaluated to not exceed the
ultimate stress or strain of the material.

6.1.2 Conformance

As discussed in Section 3, the design changes for the M-5S CR13 have been evaluated using the
same or more conservative design bases and methodology than the Marathon CRB. All
components of the M-5S control rod are found to be acceptable when analyzed for stresses due
to normal, abnormal, emergency, and faulted loads. The design ratio, which is the effective
stress divided by the stress limit or the effective strain divided by the strain limit, is found to be
less than or equal to 1.0 for all components. Conservatism is included in the evaluation by
limiting stresses for all primary loads to one-half of the ultimate strength (i.e., a safety factor of
two is employed), or by using the more restrictive stress criteria of the ASME code.

The fatigue usage of the M-5S CR13 is calculated using the same methodology as the Marathon
CRB. The fatigue analysis assumes [[

]]. It is found that the calculated fatigue usage is
less than the material fatigue capability (the fatigue usage factor is much less than 1.0).

6.2 CONTROL ROD INSERTION

6.2.1 Criteria

The control rod shall be evaluated to be capable of insertion into the core during all modes of
plant operation within the limits assumed in the plant analyses.

6.2.2 Conformance

The thickness of the wing of the M-5S CRB, [
]], is identical to the Marathon CRB. Other envelope dimensions, including those

for control rods with plain handles or with spacer pads, are also identical. Therefore, the fit and
clearance of the M-5S CRB in the fuel cell is identical to the Marathon CRB.

An OBE or SSE earthquake condition potentially could cause the fuel channels to temporarily
bow or bend. In addition, as fuel channels age, they tend to both bulge and bow, which can
negatively affect the insertion capability of the control rod blade.
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Previous Duralife and Marathon prototype seismic scram testing has shown that the insertion
capability of the CRB is affected by the stiffness of the assembly and by the assembly weight. If
the control rod assembly is stiffer (less flexible), then the scram times are longer. The stiffness
of the M-5S CRB has been evaluated to be equal to or less stiff than the Marathon CRB, in terms
of the assembly cross-sectional area moment of inertia. This, combined with the fact that the M-
5S assembly is lighter than previous control rod designs shows that the M-5S CRB has a scram
insertion capability equal to or better than the Marathon CRB in the event of temporary or
permanent channel deformation.

6.3 CONTROL ROD MATERIAL

6.3.1 Criteria

The material of the control rod shall be shown to be compatible with the reactor environment.

6.3.2 Conformance

The M-5S CRB uses the same materials as the Marathon CRB (see Section 3.6). No new
material has been introduced. The new design absorber tubes are made from the same high
purity stabilized type 304 stainless steel (Radiation Resist 304S) as the Marathon absorber tubes.
Material testing and the service history of the Marathon control rod blades confirm the resistance
to IASCC.

6.4 REACTIVITY

6.4.1 Criteria

The reactivity worth of the control rod shall be included in the plant core analyses.

6.4.2 Conformance

The compatibility of the M-5S CRB is evaluated using the matched worth criterion approved in
the Marathon CRB LTR (Reference 1); that is, replacement control rods whose initial reactivity
worth is =L 5 % Ak/k with respect to the original equipment do not need special treatment in plant
core analyses. The nuclear design of the M-5S CRB meets this criterion as discussed in Section
4. Therefore, M-5S CRBs can be used without change to current GE lattice physics codes and
design procedures.

6.5 SURVEILLANCE

6.5.1 Criteria

Prior to the use of new design features on a production basis, lead surveillance control rods may
be used.

6.5.2 Conformance

As the new design absorber tube is judged a sufficiently significant design change, a surveillance
program is required. GE will negotiate with a BWR plant to insert two (2) M-5S control rod
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blades into high depletion locations. These two control rods will be identified as the lead use
assemblies. GE will further negotiate with the BWR plant to monitor reactor coolant boron and
tritium levels, which are indicators of boron carbide containment failure. GE will also negotiate
with the BWR plant to visually inspect these two control rods when they have reached as close
to end of life as practical and are removed from the high depletion locations.
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7. EFFECT ON STANDARD PLANT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The purpose and function of control rods are discussed in the Bases sections of the standard
BWR/4 and BWR/6 Standard Technical Specifications (STS), References 4 and 5.
Section B3.1.3, of both states:

".the -CRD System provides the -means for the reliable control of reactivity changes to ensure
under conditions of normal operation, including anticipated operational occurrences, that
specifiedfuel design limits are not exceeded. In addition, the control rods provide the capability
to hold the reactor core subcritical under all conditions and to limit the potential amount and
rate of reactivity increase caused by a malfunction in the CRD System."

The nuclear worth characteristics of the M-5S CRB are compatible with the core cold shutdown
requirements and hot operational requirements of the original equipment control rods. This is
achieved by meeting the matched worth criteria, described in the Marathon LTR (Reference 1),
as a reactivity worth within ± 5 % Ak/k of the reactivity worth of the original equipment CRB.
Therefore, the M-5S CRB provides the means for the reliable control of reactivity changes to
ensure that under conditions of normal operation, including AOOs, specified fuel design limits
are not exceeded. Furthermore, the M-5S CRB provides the capability to hold the reactor core
subcritical under all conditions, while meeting current Technical Specification shutdown margin
requirements. The overall M-5S assembly weight and velocity limiter design will limit the
amount and rate of reactivity increase caused by a malfunction of the CRD system, i.e.) a
Control Rod Drop Accident (CRDA).

Therefore, there is no effect on the STS from introduction of the M-5S control rod blade.
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8. PLANT OPERATIONAL CHANGES

The fit, form and function of the M-5S CRB are equivalent to the existing Duralife and Marathon
CRB designs. The M-5S CRB meets all scram insertion criteria, reactivity control criteria, and
CRDA.

No changes to the STS or their Bases (References 3 and 4) are needed. Therefore, it is expected
that no plant-specific Technical Specifications (TS) or their Bases will require a change to
implement the M-5S control rod. Thus, no plant operating procedure change is expected, except
for CRB replacement schedules. Therefore, the introduction of the M-5S CRB has no effect on
plant operations.
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9. EFFECTS ON SAFETY ANALYSES AND DESIGN BASIS ANALYSIS
MODELS

9.1 ANTICIPATED OPERATIONAL OCCURRENCES AND OTHER
MALFUNCTIONS

As previously discussed, the reactivity- w-6rth of the M-5S CRB is an equivalent replacement for
previous control rod designs. Furthermore, the M-5S CR13 meets all scram time criteria.
Therefore, use of the M-5S CR13 does not adversely affect the mitigating response function (i.e.,
scram) for AOOs.

Introduction of the M-5S CRB is unrelated to the initiating events of the analyzed AQOs, and
thus, the probabilities of the different AOOs occurring are unaffected.

Because the M-5S CRB meets the existing design and licensing requirements for Marathon
CRBs, the probability of any CRB-related malfunction or of causing a malfunction is not
increased, and no new malfunction scenario is created.

The introduction of the M-5S CRB does not (1) introduce a new failure mode or sequence of
events that could result in the MCPR safety limit being challenged, (2) cause a 10 CFR 50.2
design bases criterion or limit to be changed or exceeded (such that a safety-related function is
ad-ersely~affected),. (3)-. create-a-possibility__of-a new__safety-related component interaction.
Therefore, the change does not create a possibility for a malfunction of equipment important to
safety different than previously evaluated.

In the safety anal`yses,_ thie-quipment modeled or assumed to function for mitigating the
radiological consequences of all design basis abnormal events is not affected by the use of M-5S
CRBs. Therefore, the analyzed consequences of the malfunctions in plant Safety Analysis
Reports are not affected.

9.2 ACCIDENTS

The ECCS-LOCA performance, LOCA radiological, containment performance, and Main
Steamline Break Accident (MSLBA) analyses all assume reactor scram within Technical
Specifications requirements, and these are met by M-5S CRBs. The Engineered Safety Feature
(ESF) functions, which are modeled/assumed in the accident radiological consequence analyses,
are also not affected by the use of M-5S CRBs. Therefore, these analyses' models, scenarios,
and the final radiological consequences are not affected.

The failures assumed in the initiating events for the LOCA and MSLBA are not related to the
CRBs, and thus, the probabilities of these accidents occurring are not affected.

Other than the event evaluation assumption that the CRBs maintain structural integrity, the Fuel
Handling Accident (FHA) initiating event and its related mitigation functions do not involve the
CRBs. Therefore, the probability and consequences of a FHA are unaffected.

There is no additional friction between the M-5S CRB relative to the Marathon CR13, and the
CRD coupling mechanism is unchanged. Therefore, the probability of a stuck and decoupled
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control rod occurring does not change, and thus, the probability of a CRDA cannot significantly
increase.

The reactivity insertion rate during a CRDA is controlled by the weight of the control rod and by
the shape of the velocity limiter. The M-5S CRB remains within all rod drop parameters
assumed or modeled in the safety analysis. Therefore, the analysis and consequences of a CRDA
are unchanged.,.

The change to M-5S CRBs does not create a new fission product release path, result in a new
fission product barrier failure mode, or create a new sequence of events that results in significant
fuel cladding failures. Therefore, the use of M-5S CRBs cannot create an accident of a different
type.

9.3 SPECIAL EVENTS

The ATWS event assumes a failure to scram (without a specific cause) and that the Standby
Liquid Control System is used for reactor shutdown. Therefore, the ATWS analysis scenario
and results are independent of control rod blade design, and thus, the ATWS analysis is
unaffected.

The station blackout, shutdown from outside control room, and safe shutdown fire analyses all
assume reactor scram within TS requirements, which are not affected by the use of M-5S CRBs.
The other safe shutdown functions, which are modeled/assumed in the analyses, are also not
related to or affected by the use of M-5S CRBs. Therefore, these analyses' models, scenarios,
and the final results are not affected.

9.4 FISSION PRODUCT BARRIER DESIGN BASIS LIMITS

During all design basis events, M-5S CRB performance is equal to or better than existing CRBs.
The margins to the thermal limits on fuel cladding, Minimum Critical Power Ration (MCPR)
Safety Limit, Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary stress limits (e.g., temperature and pressure),
and containment structural stress limits are unaffected by the use of M-5S CRBs. Therefore, the
fission product barrier design basis limits are not affected.

9.5 SAFETY AND DESIGN BASIS ANALYSIS MODELS

M-5S CRB implementation does not change any safety analysis input, model, or result. No
design analysis methodology change is used or needed in the design of the M-5S CRB.
Therefore, this change does not involve a departure from a method of evaluation used in
establishing a design basis or in a safety analysis
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10. HAFNIUM NEUTRON ABSORBER OPTION

In the future, hafnium may be offered as an optional neutron absorber material in high absorption
rate absorber tubes. As was approved for the original Marathon control rod in Reference 1, the
hafnium will be the in the form of a rod, sealed inside the absorber tube. However, before the
hafnium option is offered, a related technical safety evaluation shall demonstrate that the
hafnium containing control rods meet all the safety, design and operational acceptance criteria
presented within the report.
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11. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Marathon M-5S control rod blade is designed as an acceptable direct replacement control
rod for BWR/2-6. Conservative mechanical evaluations show acceptability of the control rod
structure. Conservative nuclear analyses show that the M-5S is a 'matched worth' control rod
and is interchangeable with the original equipment.

Operational evaluations show no adverse effect on plant operations, including control rod scram,
'no settle' characteristics, and control rod drop.

The M-5S control rod, which is a derivative of the Marathon design, meets all licensing
acceptance criteria of the Marathon design (Reference 1).

The introduction of the M-5S CR13 does not affect the Standard Technical Specifications
(References 3 and 4) or their Bases, any plant safety analysis, or any plant design basis. In
addition, no adverse effect is found when examining safety analyses and design basis analysis
models. The M-5S CRB meets all applicable design and regulatory requirements. Therefore, the
use of the M-5S CRB3 is judged to be acceptable.
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APPENDIX A - PLAIN HANDLE EVALUATION

GE currently recommends the use of plain, roller-less handles for our 'C' Lattice (BWR/4,5) and
'S' Lattice (BWR/6) Marathon Control Rod Blades (CRBs). While the majority of our
operational history with the pin-and-roller design, which dates to at least the 1970's, has been
very positive, on a few occasions, GE has had reported cracking at the handle pin-hole. The pin
to pin-hole interface represents a crevice condition, which is a potential corrosion concern.
Extensive investigation of the handle cracking has led to several improvements in the
manufacturing process, but the pin and roller design inherently transfers cracking pi'evention to
control of processes. Therefore, the potential for cracking cannot be unconditionally eliminated
with the current pin and roller design. It is, however, eliminated with the plain handle design.

A-1 PLAIN HANDLE DESCRIPTION

With the plain handle control rod blade design, the handle pins and rollers and associated holes
are eliminated, leaving the flat plate material of the handle intact, as shown in Figure A-1.

A-1.1 Fuel Channel and CRB Dimensions

In-service CRBs travel in the gap between fuel bundle channels. The dimensions of this gap
vary with the type of fuel channel employed. Three cases for 'C' Lattice applications are shown
in Figure A-2. Two cases for 'S' Lattice applications are shown in Figure A-3.

As shown in Figure A-2 for 'C' Lattice BWR/4,5 control rods, the protrusion of the handle roller
from the face of the handle is nominally [[ ]]. Therefore, for uniform thick channels, a
plain handle control rod is able to lean up to [[ ]] closer to one set of fuel channels than
the same control rod with handle rollers. For thick/thin channels (120/75 and 100/65150),
removal of the roller has no effect nominally, because the roller protrusion is less than the depth
of the channel 'groove' (see Figure A-2) so the CRB is supported by the thicker 'comer' of the
fuel channel.

As shown in Figure A-3 for 'S' Lattice BWR/6 control rods, the protrusion of the handle roller
from the face of the handle is nominally [[ ]]. Therefore, for uniform thick channels, a
plain handle control rod is able to lean up to [[ ]] closer to one set of fuel channels than
the same control rod with handle rollers. For 120/75 thick/thin channels, removal of the roller
has no effect nominally, because the roller protrusion is less than the depth of the channel
'groove' (see Figure A-3) so the CRB is supported by the thicker 'comer' of the fuel channel.

The nuclear effect of the control rod leaning slightly closer to one fuel bundle and slightly
further away from the adjacent fuel bundle has been reviewed. It has been determined that this
additional lean due to removal of the handle rollers has a negligible effect of the nuclear worth of
the control rod.

A-1.2 Handle Vertical Position

In order to determine if removal of the handle rollers creates the opportunity for the CRB to
'snag' or 'hang-up' during insertion or withdrawal, the position of the handle relative to the fuel
channel is examined.
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For 'C' Lattice, BWR/4,5 applications, when fully withdrawn, the top of the absorber section
(absorber section to handle weld) is a minimum [[ ]] above the bottom of the fuel channel.
When fully inserted, the top of the extended handle is a minimum [[ ]] below the top of
the fuel channel.

For 'S' Lattice, BWR/6 applications, when fully withdrawn, the top of the absorber section
(absorber section to handle weld) is a minimum [[ ]] above the bottom of the fuel channel.
When fully inserted, the top of the handle is a minimum [[ ]] below the top of the fuel
channel.

Therefore, for both 'C' and 'S' Lattice applications, the handle remains within the axial (vertical)
bounds of the fuel channel throughout its insertion or withdrawal stroke. Because the fuel
channels have only smooth transitions in the axial direction, there are no opportunities for the
control rod to 'snag' or 'hang-up' during insertion or withdrawal.

A-1.3 Effect of Channel Bulge

As fuel channels age, they can bulge outward at the fuel channel centerline. As can be seen in
Figure A-4, the position of the roller is offset [[ ]] from the centerline of the fuel channel
for both 'C' Lattice and 'S' Lattice applications. The offset and roller diameter were designed so
that in the case of excessive bulge, the fuel channels would bind inboard of the roller rather than
on the roller itself. This has been confirmed by inspections done on control rods from fuel cells
with highly bulged channels which have shown contact occurring inboard of the roller. Also
note that, if the roller were to be impinged by the channels on both sides, the roller would not
rotate but 'skid' or slide. Because of this, there is no negative effect from the removal of the
handle rollers on the performance of the CRB in fuel cells with highly bulged channels.

A-1.4 Friction and Wear

It is conservatively estimated that the maximum added axial friction force due to handle roller
removal is [[ ]], which is much less than control rod drive normal insertion and
scram forces. Therefore, removal of the handle rollers has no significant effect on normal
insertion, or on scram speeds and times.

Fuel cells with highly bulged and/or bowed channels can experience a 'no settle' condition in
which the CRB does not settle into a control rod drive notch due to increased friction. [[

]]. Therefore, removal of the handle rollers does not exacerbate a 'no settle'
condition.

]]. Therefore, wear
between the fuel channel and the control rod is not a concern.
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A-1.5 Reactor Clearances

As noted above, for uniform thickness channels, removal of the handle rollers allows the CRB to
lean closer to one set of fuel channels. All clearances potentially impacted by this increased lean
have been examined for 'C' and 'S' Lattice applications. Sufficient clearances are demonstrated
for all reactor components, including the top guide and the orificed fuel support.

A-1.6 Plain Handle CRB Experience

GE Nuclear Energy has delivered over 100 roller-less handle CRBs to European BWRs since
1990. Operational experience from these BWRs has shown no excessive friction, wear or
functional concerns. Because one of these reactors has similar internal dimensions to domestic
'C' Lattice GE BWRs, this experience shows that plain handle CRBs would perform their
functions without issue in domestic 'C' Lattice reactors.

A-1.7 Conformance to Design Requirements

The effect of the plain handle design on the following design requirements is evaluated for 'C'
Lattice and 'S' Lattice Marathon CRBs.

A-1.7.1 Dimensional Compatibility with Fuel Assemblies

_Because the handle roller is the widest component of the absorber wing, removal of the handle
pins and rollers will not cause the control rod to exceed maximum allowable control rod wing
thicknesses.

A-1.7.2 Dimensional Compatibility with Orificed Fuel Support

The clearance between the control rod and the orificed fuel support has been evaluated
throughout the control rod stroke. The small amount of additional lean that the control rod may
experience is unlikely to cause contact between the control rod and the fuel support. The
likelihood for contact between the plain handle 'C' Lattice CRB and the orificed fuel support is
less than 0.3 % when inserted adjacent to 80 mil thick uniform channels. For other 'C' Lattice
channels and all 'S' Lattice applications, this likelihood is significantly less.

A-1.7.3 Insertion Capability

Elimination of the handle pins and rollers does not adversely affect the ability of the control rod
to be inserted during normal or upset conditions. The amount of axial friction added by
introduction of the plain handle [[ ]] does not prevent control
rod insertion.

A-1.7.4 Scram Time Performance

Introduction of the plain handle control rod does not adversely affect scram speeds or times as
the amount of added friction and mass is not significant when compared to control rod drive
scram forces.
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A-1.7.5 Flow Induced Vibrations (FIV)

The effect of removal of the handle rollers on the likelihood of experiencing flow-induced
vibration of inserted control rods has been evaluated. [[

]], and that no negative effect is created by introduction of
plain handle Marathon CRBs.

A-1.7.6 Normal Operation and Transient Loading

The maximum additional axial load due to removal of the handle rollers does not cause the
control rod to exceed its design criteria.

A-2 PLANT OPERATIONAL CHANGES

As discussed above, the function of the 'C' Lattice and 'S' Lattice Marathon CRB is unaffected
by the removal of the handle rollers. There is no significant effect on scram speeds and times,
and no significant effect on normal insertion or withdrawal. All clearances potentially affected
by removal of the handle rollers have been evaluated and no interference with any plant
components occurs.

No Technical Specification or Bases change is needed, and thus, no plant operating procedure
change is expected. Therefore, the removal of the handle pins and rollers has no effect on plant
operations.

A-3 EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL AREAS OF CONCERN

Safety Functions

The safety functions of the control rods are to:

* shut down the reactor and maintain the reactor in a shutdown condition with adequate
shutdown margin, per the plant TS limits, during and following normal operation,
Anticipated Operational Occurrences (AOOs) and accidents;

" allow for rapid insertion (i.e., scram function) of all control rods within TS scram time
limits, during all design basis events (i.e., normal operation, AOOs and accidents); and

* limit the reactivity insertion rate during a Control Rod Drop Accident (CRDA).

The nuclear control rod worth is determined by the neutron absorbing material (e.g., B 4C,

Hafnium) content and distribution (e.g., control rod capsule distribution), which are unaffected
by the use of plain handles. The use of plain handles does not affect the structural integrity of
the control rods. Therefore, the use of plain handle CRBs does not affect ability of the control
rods to shutdown the reactor and maintain the reactor in a shutdown condition, per the plant TS
limits.

As discussed previously, the plain handle CRB has no significant effect on scram speeds or
times, and compliance with TS scram time limits is not adversely affected. Therefore, the use of
plain handle CRBs does not affect the control rod scram function, during all design basis events.
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The reactivity insertion rate during a CRDA is controlled by the weight of the control rod and by
the shape of the velocity limiter, which are not changed. Therefore, the use of plain handle
control rods does not affect the reactivity insertion rate during a CRDA.

Design Requirements and Limits

As discussed in Section A-1.7, the only design requirements and limits potentially affected by
the use of plain handles are: dimensional compatibility with fuel assemblies and the fuel support,
insertion capability, scram time performance, flow induced vibrations, and normal and transient
loadings. None of these design requirements and limits are violated by the plain handle design.
Therefore, the structural integrity and qualification of the Marathon CRB are not affected.

Acceptance Criteria

As discussed in Section A-5, below, the plain handle control rod meets all acceptance criteria
from the Marathon CRB Safety Evaluation Report (Reference 1).

Control Rod Drive Reliability

The effect on the control rod drive reliability is minimal, because the added axial loads are very
small [[ ]] when compared to the axial loads experienced by
the control rod drive.

-Materials -Compatibility . ... ...

No new material is introduced by changing to plain handles. GE inspection experience shows
that the rubbing contact, which normally occurs between stainless steel control rods and Zircaloy
fuel channels, results in minimal material wear.

Clearance Requirements

All control rod clearances with reactor internals have been thoroughly investigated. No
clearance or fit issue is created as a result of the introduction of plain handle CRBs.

Response Time Requirements

As previously discussed, removal of the handle pins and rollers has no significant effect on
scram speeds or times, nor on normal control rod insertions and withdrawals.

Flow Induced Vibrational Effects

The potential for flow induced vibrational effects from the use of CRBs has been investigated,
and there is no adverse change in control blade vibration. Therefore, there is no adverse
vibrational effect related to the removal of the handle rollers.

Potential for Increased Erosion, Corrosion or IGSCC

Elimination of the handle pins and rollers has no negative effect on the potential for increased
erosion, corrosion, or Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking (IGSCC) of the Marathon square
tubes. It does, however, eliminate the potential for IGSCC of the handle at the pin-hole
locations.
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A-4 EFFECT ON GENERIC PLANT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The purpose and function of control rods are discussed in the Bases sections of the standard
BWR/4 and BWR/6 Technical Specifications (References 3 and 4). In section B 3.1.3, it states:

"...the CRD System provides the means for the reliable control of reactivity changes to ensure
under conditions of normal operation, including anticipated operational occurrences, that
specified fuel design limits are not exceeded. In addition, the control rods provide the capability
to hold the reactor core subcritical under all conditions and to limit the potential amount and
rate of reactivity increase caused by a malfunction in the CRD System. "

The removal of the handle pins and rollers adds a small amount of friction [[
]] to the insertion or withdrawal of the CRBs. This amount of friction does

not impede the normal insertion or withdrawal of the control rods, nor does it affect the
operation of the control rod drive. Therefore, transitioning to the plain handle control rod has no
negative effect on the ability of the CRD system to control reactivity changes under any
condition. Further, this added friction has no significant effect on scram speeds or times or on
the ability to insert the control rod. Because there also is no significant change to the nuclear
worth of the blade, the ability of the control rods to maintain the reactor subcritical is unaffected.

A-5 EFFECT ON LICENSING BASIS

..--The-Safety Evaluation Report for the Marathon Control Rod Blade (within Reference 1)
identifies five criteria for the licensing and evaluation of the Marathon CRB. The impact of
incorporating plain handle on each of the five criteria is evaluated below.

The control rod stresses, strains, and cumulative fatigue shall be evaluated to not exceed the
ultimate stress or strain of the material.

The effect of handle roller removal on control rod stresses, strains and cumulative fatigue
have been thoroughly evaluated, and have been found to not exceed the ultimate stress or
strain of the materials. The plain handle control rod would not fail because of loads due to
shipping, handling, and normal, abnormal, emergency and faulted operating modes.
Removal of the handle pins and rollers has no significant effect on axial loads, as the
amount of added friction is small. Removal of the handle pins and rollers has no effect on
the stress and strain experienced by the square tubes due to B4C depletion, which is the
limiting factor on the mechanical lifetime of the Marathon CRB.

The control rod shall be evaluated to be capable of insertion into the core during all modes of
__plant-operation within the limits-assumed in the plant analyses -.... --

The original purpose of the handle rollers was to help guide the control rod between the
fuel channels. An evaluation of reactor internal geometries has concluded that there is no
interference or fit issue related to the plain handle control rod.

Because of the small amount that the control rod can lean in the channel gap, the lateral
loads, and therefore the axial friction loads are small [[
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]]. This small amount of added friction has no significant effect on scram
speeds and times. Neither does this small additional axial load impede normal insertion or
withdrawal, nor does it result in a 'no settle' condition in which the control rod drive is
unable to settle into the appropriate notch.

In the case of excessively bulged or bowed channels, [[

]]. Therefore, removal of the handle pins
and rollers has no adverse effect on the amount of friction experienced in fuel cells with
excessively bulged or bowed channels.

An Operational Basis Earthquake (OBE) or Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) condition
could cause the fuel channels to temporarily bow or bend. The impact on the control rod -
channel interaction is similar to the bulged and bowed channel condition previously
discussed. f[

]]. In the event of
impingement on the rollers, the rollers would not roll, but slide or skid resulting in friction
similar to the plain handle control rod. Therefore, there is no adverse effect on response to
an OBE or SSE event from the removal of the control rod handle rollers.

The material of the control rod shall be shown to be compatible with the reactor environment.

Because no new materials are introduced to the control rod by deleting the handle pins and
rollers, all CRB materials remain compatible with the reactor environment.

.... Elimination of the -handle -rollers results -in-a small -amount of additional rubbing contact
between the stainless steel of the control rod, and the Zircaloy fuel channels. GE's
inspection experience from highly bulged and bowed channels has shown that this rubbing
results in very little wear on the control rod or on the fuel channel.

The reactivity worth of the control rod shall be included in the plant core analyses.

Elimination of the handle pins and rollers has no effect on vertical position of the neutron
absorbing materials. Removal of the rollers may allow the control rod to experience
slightly more lean within the fuel cell. A nuclear analysis has concluded that any
additional lean of the control rod would have an insignificant effect on the nuclear worth of
the CRB.

Prior to the use of new design features on a production basis, lead surveillance control rods may
be used.

In the Marathon CRB Safety Evaluation Report (Reference 1), GE commits to using lead
surveillance control rods if a design change impacts the form or function of the control rod
assembly, or if new absorber or other materials are used which have not been previously
used in reactor cores. As discussed above, removal of the handle pins and rollers has no
effect on the form or function of the control rod assembly, and no new materials have been
introduced. Therefore, the use of lead surveillance control rods is not required. However,
as discussed in Section A-I.4, GE has supplied over 100 roller-less handle control rod
blades to European BWRs, with no reported issues.
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A-6 EFFECTS ON SAFETY ANALYSES AND DESIGN BASIS ANALYSIS MODELS

Anticipated Operational Occurrences and Other Malfunctions

Because the use of plain handled CRBs, does not adversely affect the control rod reactivity
worth or its scram time, the mitigating response function (i.e., scram) to AOOs is not affected.
Therefore, plant AOO (i.e., transient) analyses are unaffected.

The change to plain handled CRBs is unrelated to the initiating events of the analyzed AOOs,
and thus, the probabilities of the different AQOs occurring are unaffected.

Because plain handled CRBs meet the existing design and licensing requirements for Marathon
CRBs, the probability of any CRB related malfunction or of causing a malfunction is not
increased, and no new malfunction scenario is created.

The change to plain handles does not (1) introduce a new failure mode or sequence of events that
could result in the MCPR safety limit being challenged, (2) cause a 10 CFR 50.2 design bases
criterion to be exceeded (such that a safety-related function is adversely affected), or (3) create
possibility of a new safety-related component interaction. Therefore, the change does not create
a possibility for a malfunction of equipment important to safety different than previously
evaluated.

Accidents

The ECCS-LOCA performance, LOCA radiological, Containment performance and Main
Steamline Break Accident (MSLBA) analyses all assume reactor scram within TS requirements,
which is not affected by the use of plain handled CRBs. The Engineered Safety Features (ESF)
functions, which are modeled/assumed in the accident radiological consequence analyses, are
also not related to or affected by the use of plain handled CRBs. Therefore, these analyses'
models, scenarios and the final radiological consequences are not affected.

The failures assumed in the initiating events for the LOCA and MSLBA are not related to the
CRBs, and thus, the probabilities of these accidents occurring are not affected.

Other than assuming that the CRBs maintain structural integrity, the fuel handling accident
(FHA) initiating event and its related mitigation functions do not involve the CRBs. Therefore,
the probability and consequences of a FHA are unaffected.

The change in the normal friction force due to the use of the plain handles is judged to be
insignificant. The change in handle design is not related to the capability for a control rod to
remain coupled to its control rod drive. Therefore, the probability of a stuck and decoupled
control rod occurring does not significantly change, and thus, the probability of a CRDA cannot
significantly increase. -

The reactivity insertion rate during a control rod drop accident (CRDA) is controlled by the
weight of the control rod and by the shape of the velocity limiter, which are not affected by the
use of a plain handle. The safety-related functions that mitigate the radiological consequences of
a CRDA are not related to any CRB handle design. Therefore, the analysis and consequences of
a CRDA are unchanged.
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The change to CRBs does not allow for a new fission product release path, result in a new fission
product barrier failure mode, or create a new sequence of events that results in significant fuel
cladding failures. Therefore, the use of plain handles cannot create an accident of a different type.

Special Events

The ATWS event assumes a failure to scram (without a specific cause) and that the Standby
Liquid Control System is used for reactor shutdown. Therefore, the ATWS analysis scenario
and results are independent of control rod blade handle design, and thus, the ATWS analysis is
unaffected.

The station blackout, shutdown from outside control room and safe shutdown fire analyses all
assume reactor scram within TS requirements, which is not affected by the use of plain handled
CRBs. The other safe shutdown functions, which are modeled/assumed in the analyses, are also
not related to or affected by the use of plain handled CRBs. Therefore, these analyses' models,
scenarios and the final results are not affected.

Safety and Design Basis Analysis Models

No new analysis methodology is used or needed in the design change to plain handles.
Therefore, this change does not involve a departure from a method of evaluation used in
establishing a design basis or in a safety analysis.

A-7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The introduction of plain, roller-less handle, 'C' Lattice and 'S' Lattice Marathon control rod
blades does not affect the standard plant Technical Specifications or their Bases, any plant safety
analysis or any plant design basis. In addition, no adverse effect is found when examining
potential areas of concern. Plain handle Marathon CRBs continue to meet all applicable and
existing design and regulatory requirements. Therefore, the use of plain handle Marathon CRBs
is found to be acceptable.
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Figure A-2. GE 'C' Lattice (BWR/4,5) Fuel Channel Gap Dimensions

(Not to Scale)
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Figure A-3. GE 'S' Lattice (BWR/6) Fuel Channel Gap Dimensions

(Not to Scale)
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Figure A-4. GE 'C' Lattice (BWR/4,5) and 'S' Lattice (BWR/6) Channel Bulge

(Not to Scale)
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General Electric Company

AFFIDAVIT

I, Jason S. Post, state as follows:

(1) I am Manager, Engineering Processes, General Electric Company ("GE"), and have
been delegated the function of reviewing the information described in paragraph (2)
which is sought to be withheld, and have been authorized to apply for its
withholding.

(2) The information sought to be withheld is contained in the GE proprietary report,
NEDE-33284P, Revision 0, Marathon-5S Control Rod Assembly, Class III (GE
Proprietary Information), dated September 2006. The GE proprietary information is
identified by [[d-oble__nderlinesinid.eAlovuile s__u•re__r•acket_ 31 ]. In each case,
the sidebars and the superscript notation {3} refer to Paragraph (3) of this affidavit,
which provides the basis for the proprietary determination.

(3) In making this application for withholding of proprietary information of which it is
the owner, GE relies upon the exemption from disclosure set forth in the Freedom of
Information Act ("FOIA"), 5 USC Sec. 552(b)(4), and the Trade Secrets Act, 18
USC Sec. 1905, and NRC regulations 10 CFR 9.17(a)(4), and 2.390(a)(4) for "trade
secrets" (Exemption 4). The material for which exemption from disclosure is here
sought also qualify under the narrower definition of "trade secret", within the
meanings assigned to those terms for purposes of FOIA Exemption 4 in,
respectively, Critical Mass Energy Project v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
975F2d871 (DC Cir. 1992), and Public Citizen Health Research Group v. FDA,
704F2d1280 (DC Cir. 1983).

(4) Some examples of categories of information which fit into the definition of
proprietary information are:

a. Information that discloses a process, method, or apparatus, including
supporting data and analyses, where prevention of its use by General Electric's
competitors without license from General Electric constitutes a competitive
economic advantage over other companies;

b. Information which, if used by a competitor, would reduce his expenditure of
resources or improve his competitive position in the design, manufacture,
shipment, installation, assurance of quality, or licensing of a similar product;

c. Information -which reveals aspects of past, present, or future General Electric
customer-funded development plans and programs, resulting in potential
products to General Electric;
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d. Information which discloses patentable subject matter for which it may be
desirable to obtain patent protection.

The information sough! to bc withheld is considered v', be proprietary for the reasons
set forth in paragraphs (4)a. and (4)b. above.

(5) To address 10 CFR 2.390 (b) (4), the information sought to be withheld is being
submitted to NRC in confidence. The information is of a sort customarily held in
confidence by GE, and is in fact so held. The information sought to be withheld has,
to the best of my knowledge and belief, consistently been held in confidence by GE,
no public disclosure has been made, and it is not available in public sources. All
disclosures to third parties including any required transmittals to NRC, have been
made, or must be made, pursuant to regulatory provisions or proprietary agreements
which provide for maintenance of the information in confidence. Its initial
designation as proprietary information, and the subsequent steps taken to prevent its
unauthorized disclosure, are as set forth in paragraphs (6) and (7) following.

(6) Initial approval of proprietary treatment of a document is made by the manager of
the originating component, the person most likely to be acquainted with the value
and sensitivity of the information in relation to industry knowledge. Access to such
documents within GE is limited on a "need to know" basis.

(7) The procedure for approval of external release of such a document typically requires
review by the staff manager, project manager, principal scientist or other equivalent
authority, by the manager of the cognizant marketing function.(or his delegate), and
by the Legal Operation, for technical content, competitive effect, and determination
of the accuracy of the proprietary designation. Disclosures outside GE are limited to
regulatory bodies, customers, and potential customers, and their agents, suppliers,
and licensees, and others with a legitimate need for the information, and then only in
accordance with appropriate regulatory provisions or proprietary agreements.

(8) The information identified in paragraph (2), above, is classified as proprietary
because it contains detailed results including the process and methodology for the
design and analysis of the GE Marathon 5-S Control Rod Assembly. The Marathon
5-S Control Rod Assembly has been developed by GE at a total cost in excess of a
million dollars. The development, evaluation, and design details, as they relate to
the BWR, was achieved at a significant cost to GE.

The development of the Marathon 5-S Control Rod Assembly is derived from the
extensive experience database that constitutes a major GE asset.

(9) Public disclosure of the information sought to be withheld is likely to cause
substantial harm to GE's competitive position and foreclose or reduce the
availability of profit-making opportunities. The information is part of GE's
comprehensive BWR safety and technology base, and its commercial value extends
beyond the original development cost. The value of the technology base goes
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beyond the extensive physical database and analytical methodology and includes
development of the expertise to determine and apply the appropriate evaluation
process. In addition, the technology base includes the value derived from providing
analyses done with NRC-approved methods.

The research, development, engineering, analytical and NRC review costs comprise
a substantial investment of time and money by GE.

The precise value of the expertise to. devise an evaluation process and apply the
correct analytical methodology is difficult to quantify, but it clearly is substantial.

GE's competitive advantage will be lost if its competitors are able to use the results
of the GE experience to normalize or verify their own process or if they are able to
claim an equivalent understanding by demonstrating that they can arrive at the same
or similar conclusions.

The value of this information to GE would be lost if the information were disclosed
to the public. Making such information available to competitors without their
having been required to undertake a similar expenditure of resources would unfairly
provide competitors with a windfall, and deprive GE of the opportunity to exercise
its competitive advantage to seek an adequate return on its large investment in
developing these very valuable analytical tools.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing affidavit and the matters stated
therein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief.

Executed on this 2 7th day of September 2006.

Jason S. Post
Manager, Engineering Processes
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ENCLOSURE 1 (Compact Disk)

MFN 06-351

GE Licensing Topical Report, NEDE-33284P, Revision 0,
"Marathon-5S Control Rod Assembly," September 2006

GE Proprietary Information

PROPRIETARY INFORMATION NOTICE

This enclosure contains proprietary information of the General Electric Company (GE)
and is furnished in confidence solely for the purpose(s) stated in the transmittal letter. No
other use, direct or indirect, of the document or the information it contains is authorized.
Furnishing this enclosure does not convey any license, express or implied, to use any
patented invention or, except as specified above, any proprietary information of GE
disclosed herein or any right to publish or make copies of the enclosure without prior
written permission of GE.

The header of each page in this enclosure carries the notation "GE Proprietary
Information." The GE proprietary information is identified by [[douhiieinWderlines inside
2Uobles s.uaiir-aqkets, 31]]. The superscript notation 3 I refer to Paragraph (3) of this

affidavit, which provides the basis for the proprietary determination.


